Quality of travel service for road transport relies heavily on richness of transport operation data. Currently, most types of data including coach operation data are collected by manual investigation which is time-consuming and labor-intensive, and this significantly hinders the realization of intelligent traffic information service. In view of the above problems, this paper is aimed at introducing a method of automatically extracting coach operation information using historical GPS trajectory data of massive coaches. The method first analyzes trajectory characteristics of coaches within stations and identifies the highly dense point clusters as coach stations using the DBSCAN clustering algorithm. Then the schedule information is obtained by conducting error adjustment on the actual arrival and departure time series of multiple shifts, and the name of coach station is queried from point of interest (POI) and geographical name database provided by online map. Finally, the regular driving route of coaches is extracted by an incremental trajectory merging method. The proposed method is applied in handling historical trajectory data in the BeijingTianjin-Hebei region in China, and experimental results show that the extraction accuracy is 84% and verify its effectiveness and feasibility. The proposed method makes use of data mining techniques to extract coach operation information from big trajectory data and saves a lot of labor work, time, and economic cost required by on-site investigation.
Introduction
Intelligent traffic information service is to make use of advanced technologies (internet of things, cloud computing, etc.), transport operation data, analysis, and decision algorithms to obtain traffic knowledge for providing decisionmaking services for government, enterprises, and the public. Typical examples are real-time traffic monitoring [1, 2] , transit planning [3, 4] , travel time planning [5, 6] , and online ticket inquiry and booking system [7] . Since the 20th century, intelligent traffic information services have been widely used in various fields and become an important component and hot research direction in intelligent transportation field [8, 9] . Quality of intelligent traffic information service is affected not only by the accuracy and efficiency of analysis algorithms, but also by the completeness and quality of transport operation data [10] . Scholars have carried out a lot of research work on traffic analysis and decision algorithms [11] ; however, few studies are focused on transport operation data collection, especially improving the automation level, and accuracy of data collection process. There are mainly two types of collection methods for transport operation data: one is collected by monitoring equipment, such as a camera or an induction coil to obtain traffic flow, while the other is collected by manual investigation, such as the coach operation information, including station location, name, schedule, and operation route. In real world, most of transport operation data need to be collected through manual work. Taking the coach operation information in China as an example, a large number of passenger transport enterprises are involved in this industry, and the mode of operation in road passenger stations is isolated and low standardized [12] . It would be a very time-consuming and labor-intensive task to manually collect detailed coach operation information in a large area 2 Journal of Advanced Transportation or even across the country. Therefore, to realize intelligent traffic information service for road passenger transport, there is an urgent need for the methods of collecting detailed coach operation information in a quick, efficient, and low cost way.
With the development of sensing and location technologies, a lot of vehicles are installed GPS (Global Positioning System) receivers and wireless communication equipment. The vehicles are continuously collecting real-time information including locations, motion parameters, and positioning time while moving and then transmit them to the data center. This type of data is called floating car data [13, 14] . Massive vehicle positioning data is increasingly accumulated which creates a new way to solve the above challenges [15] . The emergence of these data makes it possible to make use of big data analysis technologies to mine rich knowledge from trajectory data [16] , including operation information of passenger vehicles.
The research work related to this paper is mainly divided into three aspects. One is the extraction of regions of interest based on trajectory data. Palma et al. and Bhattacharya et al. proposed methods of analyzing the movement characteristics (velocity, azimuth, acceleration, etc.) at specific locations and found interesting/important places related to person/object [17, 18] . Many scholars further explored region of interest for various applications, and, among those, Zheng et al. used trajectory mining algorithms to analyze user-generated GPS trajectory data for recommending tourist attractions and personalized tourist attractions [19] . Besides, Li et al. used the DBSCAN algorithm to extract parking lot locations by analyzing the typical characteristics of floating car data within parking lots [20] .
Another aspect is route extraction based on trajectory data. Schoredl et al. and Li et al. proposed two methods of extracting high-precision road maps from trajectories of the vehicles equipped with GPS receivers [21, 22] , and their methods are suitable for high and low sampling frequency of location data, respectively. Different from theirs, Cao and Krumm proposed a novel gravitational model to convert original GPS trajectory into a road network that can guide the path selection [23] . Aiming at extracting more detailed information, Tang et al. proposed a method for mining lanelevel road network information from low-precision vehicle GPS trajectories based on the number of traffic lanes and steering rules [24] . Kuntzsch et al. established an explicit crossover model with a fractional function to extract traffic network from GPS data and proved the feasibility of the method through experiments on GPS datasets of different sizes and data quality [25] .
In addition to region of interest and route identification, scholars have also done a lot of research on extraction of spatiotemporal patterns based on trajectory data. For example, Kang and Yong proposed a method of finding spatiotemporal patterns in trajectory data, which first discovered meaningful spatiotemporal regions and then extracts frequent spatiotemporal patterns using a prefix-projection approach [26] . Similarly, Lei et al. [27] and Zhao et al. [28] proposed space-time analytical model/framework to capture movement patterns of objects. Different from those, Lu et al. proposed a visual analysis method to study the behavior of vehicles along a route, focusing on the temporal and spatial distribution of travel time, that is, the time spent on each road segment and the travel time change during peak/offpeak hours [29] . Temporal and spatial patterns of moving objects extracted from trajectory data can also be used for travel planning recommendations; for example, Zheng et al. [30] and Hsieh et al. [31] extracted interesting locations and activities from trajectory data and then recommended travel routes. Some scholars have also carried out work on periodic pattern recognition such as a probabilistic period detection method for moving objects [32] . Although scholars have proposed various methods on trajectory data to identify region of interest, route of interest, and spatiotemporal patterns, few studies have explored the comprehensive use of data mining methods to extract coach operation information. This paper is aimed at introducing a method of automatically extracting coach operation information using historical GPS trajectory data of massive coaches. After analyzing the typical characteristics of GPS trajectories collected within stations, the DBSCAN spatial clustering algorithm is used to identify station location. Then, schedule information is obtained by conducting error adjustment on actual arrival and departure time series of multiple shifts, and coach station name is identified by point of interest (POI) and geographical name database provided by online map. Finally, the regular driving route of each coach line is extracted by an incremental trajectory merging algorithm. This method was promising to obtain coach operation information in a large area in a fast and low-cost way.
Methodology
The development and popularization of internet of vehicles have caused floating cars to generate a large amount of tracking data. Tracking data record the location and motion parameters of vehicles while vehicles are moving and are an indispensable data source for studying behavior of vehicles and for mining hidden information [33] . One among many floating car platforms is the National Commercial Vehicle Monitoring Platform (NCVMP) established by the Ministry of Transport of China in 2010 for monitoring several special types of commercial vehicles including coaches. For coaches, the most important information is coach operation information including the location and name of stations, schedules, and operation routes of coaches. Due to various kinds of reasons, the drivers of coaches may sometimes adjust their driving route according to road conditions or driving habits, so the route of different shifts of even the same coach or the arrival time at the same station is often not exactly the same. Therefore, how to accurately extract station locations, regular schedules and driving routes from historical trajectory data are the key to this research.
The overall workflow of extracting coach operation information from coach trajectory data is shown in Figure 1 . It is mainly composed of four parts: location extraction of station, name identification of station, schedule extraction, and route generation. Firstly, the abnormal positioning points in the original dataset that are irregular or illogical are removed, and the trajectory points belonging to coach routes are separated from the original dataset based on basic coach operation information. Secondly, this paper uses the DBSCAN algorithm to extract the location of stations where coaches park for passengers to get on and off and meanwhile calculates the regular arrival and departure time for each station using error adjustment theory. Thirdly, based on the place name and POI database of online maps, station name is obtained through the extracted station locations. In the procedure of driving route extraction, any one trajectory of a coach is first taken as a candidate route, and other trajectories are continuously updated to the candidate route by merging process including trajectory point classification and merging and confidence filtering, and finally the regular driving route of each coach is obtained.
For convenience, the historical trajectory point set of all coach routes is denoted as = { 1 , 2 , . . . , , . . . , }, where is the trajectory data of the i-th coach route. A trajectory is composed of a series of trajectory points and it is represented by = { 1 , 2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , | | }. The basic coach operation information set is denoted as = { 1 , 2 , . . . , , . . . , }, where = { ( , ), ( , ), } is the basic operation data of the i-th coach route, where ( , ) is the location of origin station, ( , ) is the location of destination station, and is departure time of the i-th coach route.
Data Preprocessing.
Due to the variety of in-vehicle positioning and communication equipment and the complicated and diverse driving environment of vehicles, the quality of trajectory data of coaches is uneven such as position drift, abnormal attribute values, or data irregularity. In addition, there are inevitable erroneous data and redundant data, and they affect the knowledge extraction process. Based on research needs, the original trajectory dataset is preprocessed from two aspects: data cleaning and coordinate transformation. First, the trajectory points with abnormal coordinate values are removed, including the cases where the coordinate value is 0 or missing. Second, the trajectory point whose speed is negative or direction exceeds 360 degrees is filtered out. Finally, the coordinates of original trajectory data are stored in the form of latitude and longitude, which is not convenient for distance calculation. Therefore, the coordinate transformation is converted from the WGS-84 coordinate system to the UTM projection coordinate system in order to facilitate extraction of coach stations and routes.
Trajectory Data Splitting.
The GPS receiver mounted on the coach starts to collect data once turned on, and this causes that the original dataset contains not only the tracking points on a coach route, but also the tracking points not collected on any coach route, such as temporary vehicle
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Figure 2: Trajectory data splitting.
scheduling or operating for other routes. The existence of the points on nontarget routes not only increases the workload of data processing, but also is not useful for the extraction of operation information. Therefore, the trajectory data set needs to be split before the operation information extraction. A coach route is determined by three factors: origin station, destination station, and departure time. Trajectory data splitting means separating the tracking points belonging to a route from the original vehicle trajectory data according to three factors of the coach route. This paper proposes a trajectory data splitting algorithm based on the linear sequence of start and end points. The workflow of the algorithm is as follows ( Figure 2 ).
(1) Split Point Identification. First, for any coach route , the threshold of matching distance for both origin station ( , ) and destination station ( , ) is set to , and the threshold for the difference between the actual and planned departure time is set to . Second, all trajectory points in are traversed. If a point satisfies ( , ( , )) ≤ and ( , ) ≤ , then is identified as a split point of this coach route; otherwise if a point satisfies ( , ( , )) ≤ and ( , ( , )) = , then is identified as a split point of the coach route.
(2) Split Point Sequence Generation. The above split point identification process is repeated until all split points are found, either type or type. According to the fact that the coach first passes through origin station and then arrives at destination station, and every two adjacent split points with a point of type followed by a point of type form a point pair( , ). Finally, the split point sequence = {( 1 , 1 ), . . . , ( , ), . . . , ( , )} is generated.
(3) On-Route Segment Splitting. The trajectory points between any pair of split points in the point sequence are regarded as on-route trajectory segment, while the rest of the points are regarded as off-route segment.
Coach Station Extraction.
Coaches have two types of states throughout the entire operation: moving and docking. Analyzing and identifying the spatial characteristics of trajectory points in these two states are the key to determining location of coach stations. As shown in Figure 3 , the trajectory points of coaches collected under moving status (Region A) are generally evenly spaced along the road, while those under docking status (Region B) are more aggregated, and a point cluster tends to appear since the coach would park here for a while. By comparing the spatial distribution and attribute characteristics of GPS trajectory points collected under different operating conditions, it can be concluded that the trajectory points at parking stations has different characteristics from the points in other places: the number of trajectory points per unit area is relatively large, the number of vehicles is large, the trajectory points tend to form obvious point clusters, and the speed value of most points is zero. In view of these features, this paper uses the DBSCAN clustering algorithm (density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise) proposed by Ester et al. to extract highly dense point clusters in trajectory data of coaches and calculates the coordinates of cluster center as the location of coach station [35] .
DBSCAN Algorithm.
The DBSCAN algorithm is a classic density-based clustering method and defines a point cluster as the largest set of points connected by density (Han et al.) [36] . The method identifies a region with sufficiently high density as a cluster and can find clusters of arbitrary shapes in a spatial database with noises. Assuming a dataset is = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , , . . . , ), where is a trajectory point, the algorithm of DBSCAN is conducted as follows.
Step 1. Search for the unprocessed point in the original dataset . If is neither classified into a cluster nor marked as a noise, check the points in its neighborhood with the radius of represented by N ( ); if the number of points in N ( ) is not less than , a new point cluster is created, all the points in N ( ) are added to the candidate point cluster , and is marked as processed.
Step 2. Traverse all unprocessed points in the candidate cluster one by one. Check the neighborhood ( ), and if ( ) contains at least points, then all points in ( ) are added into the cluster .
Step 3. Repeat Step 2 to continue searching for unprocessed points in until all points in the candidate cluster C have already been processed.
Step 4. Repeat Step 1 to Step 3 until all points in are either classified into a cluster or marked as a noise.
Stop Point Extraction.
Due to driving safety or traffic rules, the coach would stop at some specific locations on the operation route, such as gas station, service area, station, and traffic lights. In this paper, the above locations are referred to as stop points. The trajectory data of each route is processed using the DBSCAN algorithm to extract all highly dense point cluster , and the coordinates of each cluster center ( , ) are calculated by
, where ( , ) is the coordinates of trajectory point belonging to the cluster , and ‖ ‖ is the number of trajectory points within . These cluster centers are the stop points for the i-th coach route, and each route has its corresponding stop points.
Coach Station Extraction.
Coach station extraction is to identify station locations from the stop points generated by various reasons. Different from the stop points generated by gas filling, temporary stop, etc., the stop points within coach stations have the following characteristics: the density is higher, the same coach has multiple stop points in the same place, and the number of involved coaches is relatively larger. Therefore, this paper adopts the DBSCAN algorithm again on the stop points in the dataset ( = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , ), where k is the number of coach trajectories and identifies highly dense clusters . Similarly, the coordinates of cluster center 
Schedule Information Extraction.
The schedule information includes arrival time, dwelling time, and departure time of a coach to each station on its route. Accurate schedule information is very important for both passengers and drivers, which can save passengers' waiting time and ensure normal operation of coaches. In the previous subsection, the trajectory points collected while the coach moves into a station each time are obtained, and they form a point set
When all the trajectory points constituting are sorted by time, the location time series of is expressed as follows:
where 1 represents the earliest location time in the point set and ‖ ‖ represents the latest location time. Therefore, 1 and ‖ ‖ are the arrival and departure time of the station for one shift. The arrival time of a coach to a station is influenced by many factors including weather and traffic condition, and it is not always the same for different shifts. According to the error theory, the arrival timestamps to the same station can be taken as a random variable according to the normal distribution. As such, the arrival time is represented as ∼ ( , 2 ), where is the expected value of the arrival time or in other words the planned arrival time, and is the standard deviation of the arrival time series caused by various kinds of reasons.
Coaches may experience a serious traffic jam or accident on the road, which causes that the arrival times to stations are much different from the planned times, and we call them abnormal arrival time. The Grubbs' test is used to eliminate abnormal arrival timestamps, and the detailed procedures are as follows:
(1) The arrival time series of a station is arranged from small to large (usually the smallest or largest value are first doubted whether they are abnormal or not). (2) Determine the danger ratio . After all abnormal data are eliminated, the calculated average arrival time is taken as the planned arrival time represented by , and the same method is used to calculate the planned departure time represented by .
Station Name Extraction.
After obtaining the geographical location of coach stations and its associated schedule information, we also need to identify the name of stations to compose complete information. In this paper, the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) search function of AutoNavi Map is used to identify station name with the geographic coordinates of stations obtained as an input parameter and the search type set to traffic facility. If the result returned by the function contains the words related to passenger station, it is taken as a station name; otherwise the place name (or the name of administrative unit) near the input coordinates is identified as the station name. For example, to identify the station name at the place with the coordinates of 118.1142E and 39.63N, the point type is set to traffic facility, and the following URL is constructed:
http://restapi.amap.com/v3/geocode/regeo?output=xml& location=118.1142,39.63&key=84a3ffa9cbd674eb2a8170bd1d9-24528&radius=1000&poitype=150400&roadlevel=1&exten-sions=all
The returned result is shown in Algorithm 1 , and then Tangshan Passenger Transport West Station is taken as the station name in the place of 118.1142E and 39.63N.
Coach Route Extraction.
Another important coach operation information is the planned route of each coach. Our task is to extract the planned route of a coach from multishift trajectories with possible variances as shown in Figure 4 . This paper uses the incremental trajectory merging algorithm composed of four major steps: candidate route generation, trajectory point classification, trajectory point merging, confidence filtering, and smoothing [34] . Firstly, the moving segment of any one trajectory is taken as the candidate route, and then the tracking points in the rest of trajectories are classified to different types according to their spatial and semantic relationship with the candidate route and further merged into the candidate route, and finally the planned route is obtained after confidence filtering and smoothing.
(1) Candidate Route Generation. The candidate route is a temporary result of route extraction process, which stores the moving path of coaches in the form of vector. For the sake of clarity, the vector node point is called the route node point. Each route node point has a weight attribute showing the reliability of this node point on the planned route of the coach. When a node point is newly added, its weight attribute is given an initial value of 1.
(2) Trajectory Point Classification. The trajectory points are classified into three categories based on the relationship between the trajectory points and the candidate route segments. If the distance between a trajectory point and the candidate route is less than or equal to 1 and the direction difference between them is less than or equal to 1 , this trajectory point is classified to 1 type. If the distance between a trajectory point and the candidate route is between 1 and 2 , and both two adjacent points of the trajectory point meet 1 type condition with the same candidate route, this point is classified to 2 type. If a point belongs to neither 1 type nor 2 type, it is classified as 0 type.
(3) Trajectory Point
Merging. Different types of trajectory points are merged to the candidate route using different methods. When the trajectory point is 1 type, the edge of candidate route ℎ that is closest to the trajectory point is first found. If the distance of the point from any one node point of ℎ is not more than 3 , the weighted mean value of coordinates of the point and the node point is calculated and taken as the new position, and the weight value of the node point is increased by 1. If the point is far from both node points of ℎ but the distance to the edge ℎ is less than or equal to 4 , then the weight values of both node points of ℎ are increased by 1. When the trajectory point is 2 type, it is inserted to ℎ . When the trajectory point is 0 type, a new candidate route is created starting from this trajectory point.
(4) Confidence Filtering and Smoothing.
Confidence filtering is to remove the extracted route with a low accuracy or probability of being a real planned route. It is achieved by removing the route node points, edges, or an entire route with the weight values less than 1 . Route smoothing is to smooth slight sawteeth existing in the extracted route without changing the major shape of the route. This paper adopts the adaptive smoothing algorithm based on bending angle, which determines the smoothing degree according to the sawtooth angle [34] . As shown in Figure 5 , Points A, B, and C form a sawtooth, and D is the foot point of the sawtooth vertex B projected onto the straight line AC. The sawtooth is polished by moving its Vertex Point B towards the Foot Point D, and the moving distance is calculated by = ⋅ , where is the distance between Point B and Point D, = ( − 2 )/(180− 2 ), and is the vertex angle. The maximum moving distance is set to 5 m in order to ensure that the maximum amending distance does not exceed the location error. 
Result and Analysis

Study Area and Dataset.
The Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region in China is selected as our study area to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method as shown in Figure 6 . There are two kinds of study datasets used in this paper. One is the GPS trajectory data of about 300 coach routes collected by the NCVMP from August 1 st to 20 th , 2017, and the sample data is shown in Table 1 . The main fields of the trajectory data include license plate number (encrypted for privacy protection), administrative unit code, positioning time, longitude, latitude, speed, and direction. The spatial distribution of GPS trajectory data is shown in Figure 6 . Another dataset is the basic coach route information, including route number, coordinates of origin and destination station, and departure time, and the sample dataset is shown in Table 2 .
Results and Accuracy Analysis.
According to Section 2, the coordinates of the coach trajectory points are first converted from the WGS-84 to the UTM projection, and the abnormal points are eliminated. Considering that there are inevitably location errors in both trajectory data and basic coach operation information, and the coach station has a certain spatial size, the buffer radius in the trajectory splitting introduced in Section 2.2 is set to 0.2km. Through investigation and analysis, the actual departure times of multiple shifts for the same coach route are very close to the planned departure time, so the time difference threshold is set to 0.5h. The GPS sampling interval of the trajectory data is between 30 seconds and 5 minutes, so the clustering parameters and are set to 20m and 5, respectively, to extract stop points. In view of the operation characteristics of the coaches within stations and the regional features of stations, the above two parameters are set to 80m and 5, respectively, in the second DBSCAN clustering. It means a place can be taken as a coach station only if at least 5 coach shifts or coaches stop in this place. In the extraction process of coach route, the parameter value selection is shown in Table 3 according to the similarity of multiple trajectories of the same coach route.
In order to demonstrate the process of extracting coach operation information more clearly, one coach route (Route 212) in the study dataset is taken as an example, which leaves from the Liuliqiao Bus Station in Beijing at 19:00. Figure 7(a) shows the trajectory data of all shifts for Route 212. As we can see from the main figure and enlarged view, the raw dataset contains the trajectory segment before 19:00 (in other words, the coach route operation has not started yet) and also the return trip part belonging to a different coach route. Figure 7(b) shows the result after trajectory splitting, and the remaining data are the trajectories operating for Route 212, thereby reducing the number of trajectory points to be processed. For the coach station extraction, the Qibin Road Station is taken as an example to demonstrate clustering process as shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8 Table 4 shows the operation schedule of this coach route showing the arrival and departure time for each station. Figure 9 shows the final coach station and route extraction result of the entire study dataset, and Table 5 demonstrates the schedule information for part of schedule routes, including schedule code, all passing station name, station location, and arrival and departure time.
A total of 1,284 coach stations were extracted from the study data. In order to verify the location extraction accuracy of coach stations, we superimposed the extraction stations on satellite imageries of Google Earth and randomly selected 300 coach stations to verify whether the extracted stations match with satellite imageries or not. By comparison, 253 stations were correctly extracted, while 47 were wrong extraction (e.g., highway service areas, road intersections). The extraction accuracy of coach station is 84%. Figure 10 shows the superimposed effect of stations on remote sensing images for four typical areas, in which the yellow pin point represents raw trajectory point of coaches, while the green pin point represents the extracted coach station. Figures  10(a), 10(b) , 10(c), and 10(d) are a large coach station, a roadside parking lot, a road intersection in a village, and a place on highway, respectively. The extracted station in (a) is apparently correct. Through investigation, although the extracted locations in (b) and (c) are informal coach stations, they are two locations where nearby passengers get on and get off coaches every day, and they actually function as two coach stations. The extracted location in (d) is in the middle of a highway. After investigation, we find that at the extracted location is a place where traffic jam occurs very frequently; therefore, the GPS trajectory points collected here are very dense, which causes it to be wrongly extracted since it has similar characteristics to coach stations. 
Efficiency Analysis.
In order to test the efficiency of the proposed method in extracting coach operation information, five subdatasets of different sizes including 10, 50, 100, 300, and 500 coach routes were selected from the study data, and the execution times were recorded. The number of extracted stations was 47, 153, 288, 1117, and 1778, respectively, for the five datasets, and the corresponding execution times were 35, 189, 442, 1630, and 2557 seconds as shown in Figure 11 . The result indicates that the average execution time to extract coach operation information for each route is less than 5 seconds, and each coach route has an average of four stations. As can be seen from the change trend of the black solid curve, the execution time of the method is nearly linearly related to the number of processed routes. Therefore, the proposed method can be applied in real-world applications since the execution time would not significantly increase as the number of coach routes increases. In addition, the algorithm of this paper is programmed in a batch-processing mode in which a large number of datasets can be processed at the same time.
Discussion
In this paper, the massive historical coach trajectory data is applied in extracting coach operation information. The experimental results prove that the proposed method can automatically extract accurate coach operation information in a large area. Note that the extracted coach operation information is much more abundant than the input data of the proposed method: basic coach operation information. The transport agency manages basic coach operation information since enterprises need to get approval from them to operate a coach route; however, they cannot master detailed operation information because the operating enterprises can choose driving routes and set intermediate stations on their own. The extraction result is composed of complete operation information of coaches: station location, station name, coach schedule, and driving route, which provides data basis for intelligent travel information service. The method of this paper has the following characteristics.
(1) The raw trajectory data is split into effective and noneffective segments according to the location of origin and destination station of each coach route. The effective trajectory segment after splitting represents the data collected while the vehicle operates for a specific route, and only this part would be processed in further steps. The splitting process not only reduces the amount of data to be processed, but also prepares for subsequent schedule extraction.
(2) There are various kinds of clustering algorithms that can be taken into account for extracting coach stations. The K-means algorithm [37] and the spectral clustering algorithm [38] have to know the correct number of clusters in advance and cannot identify noise points, so they are not suitable for our research. By contrast, the DBSCAN [35] and HDBSCAN [39, 40] algorithm do not need to specify the number of clusters and are able to detect noise points. We select two sample trajectories to compare the results of DBSCAN and HDBSCAN algorithms using the same parameter values. The parameter for both DBSCAN and HDBSCAN are set to 5, and the parameter for DBSCAN is set to 20 meters. Figures 12 and 13 show clustering results of two algorithms. It can be seen that most cluster points generated by HDBSCAN appear in the shape of chains (Figures 12(a) and 13(a) ), while those generated by DBSCAN are mostly highly dense points ( Figures 12(b) and 13(b) ). Based on algorithm principle and clustering results, we can know that HDBSCAN recognizes a cluster based not on regional point density but on mutual reachability distance, so it would identify point chains as clusters, and this feature would lead to wrong extraction of coach stations. Therefore, we choose DBSCAN that can identify highly dense points.
(3) Two times of clustering is used on the trajectory data to extract coach stations. The clustering for the first time is to identify the highly dense points and calculate the center of point cluster as a stop point of the coach. The clustering based on the obtained stop points for the second time is to further identify the location of coach stations among all stop points caused by various kinds of reasons. Theoretically, one time clustering is adequate for coach station extraction. However, the time complexity of the DBSCAN clustering algorithm is ( × ) which is quadratic to the number of processed points. Usually, the number of raw trajectory points is thousands of millions, so the processing time in clustering would be very long if the clustering algorithm is directly conducted on them. Using a two-time clustering strategy is very useful in efficiency promotion.
(4) A few parameters are involved in the proposed method, including distance threshold, time and angle difference threshold, and clustering parameters. Most of these parameters do not change as the trajectory dataset or study area change. For example, the distance threshold, the angle, and time difference threshold used in trajectory merging are determined by considering both vehicle moving characteristics and the geometric features of roads and can be kept unchanged. However, the setting of clustering parameters and required in coach station extraction needs to be determined according to the sampling interval of raw trajectory data. If the sampling interval of the trajectory data exceeds 30s, the value of is recommended to be not greater than 5 when extracting stop points. If the sampling interval is less than 30s, its value is recommended to be between 5 and 10.
(5) Although the proposed method makes it very convenient to obtain coach operation information in a large area quickly, there are still some problems to be improved. For example, if there is a frequently congested point on the coach route, the trajectory data of vehicles at this place will satisfy the trajectory characteristics within stations, and the congestion point will be identified as coach stations. In addition, for the long-distance trip, the coach driver will often park for a rest in some specific places such as highway service area. These areas actually have similar functions as coach stations, that is, both of them are the place where passenger get on and get off. Therefore, it is very hard to distinguish these places from coach stations based on only trajectory data. In future, the stop time distribution feature or other geographic information will be taken into account to assist in improving the extraction accuracy.
(6) The extraction accuracy of coach stations is influenced by the time span of coach trajectory data. The larger the data volume is, the higher the extraction accuracy is. According to the experimental results, at least 10 days of trajectory data should be used in order to automatically extract coach operation information.
(7) As introduced in Section 2.5, our method is designed to extract not only formal coach stations but also "informal coach stations" where there are no station facilities but function as stations in fact. It means that the word "coach station" throughout the entire paper could mean both formal and informal stations. No distinction is made on this word in order to make the paper simple to follow.
Conclusion
Currently, the coach operation information is mainly collected by manual investigation which is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Road transport authorities and enterprises have no efficient way to obtain detailed coach operation information across the country, and this significantly hinders the realization of intelligent traffic information service. In order to extract coach operation information automatically and efficiently, the paper first analyzes the trajectory characteristics of coaches within stations and identifies the highly dense point cluster as coach stations using the DBSCAN clustering algorithm. Then the arrival and departure time for each station is calculated using the error adjustment method. In addition, the name of coach station is obtained through the API of online maps based on the location of extracted stations. Finally, the coach route is extracted by an incremental trajectory merging method. The proposed method is applied in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region to extract coach operation information. Experimental results show that the extraction accuracy is 84% and verify its effectiveness and feasibility. The proposed method makes use of data mining techniques to extract useful information from big trajectory data and saves a lot of labor work, time, and economic cost needed by the on-site investigation. It can provide a data source for establishing a nationwide online ticketing and travel information system for various kinds of road passenger transport.
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